Indigenous People – Urfolk
Native Americans - Statistics

You have learnt about the history of the Native Americans. Now it is time to find out what is happening today.

Use the statistics and sources below to write one paragraph that would fit into a text that answers this question:

What problems do Native Americans face?

Remember:

Topic sentence
Something to back it up
Some kind of analysis, comparison, evaluation, explanation

Native Americans have the highest rates of alcoholism, drug abuse and low education. They also have the highest rate of suicide. The drug abuse among people aged 12 or older of the Native Americans is 18.3% in America. Compared to the blacks with 9.6% and the whites with 8.8% you can see that this is a high number. In addition, the whites have 34.1% of alcoholism while the Native Americans have 43%. Native Americans also have the population with least high school education with 76.4%. Native American constitutes 1% of the U.S. To explain these statistics there are many Native Americans who lives a bad life. Many families lives a tough life with extreme poverty. The life expectancy is only 50 years old, which is the lowest in America.